OUR MISSION
TO BREAK THE CYCLE OF HOMELESSNESS BY HELPING PEOPLE ACHIEVE -- AND MAINTAIN -- PERMANENT HOUSING AND STABILITY IN THEIR LIVES
A NOTE FROM OUR BOARD CHAIR

Nationally, only 40 percent of Americans have enough savings to cover an unexpected expense of $400. This means many of us live on the edge – one car breakdown, one hospital stay, one paycheck away from homelessness. A shifting economic environment, marked by high costs of living and high economic insecurity, has made Inspirica’s work even more indispensable as our neighbors struggle to build better lives for themselves.

With 11 facilities in lower Fairfield County, we are the area’s largest provider of housing to the homeless, serving the full population of homeless individuals: single men, single women, individuals managing mental health and substance abuse issues, seniors, and families. But we do much more than just provide clean, dignified shelter to people in crisis. We fundamentally break the cycle of homelessness.

With your support, we were able to achieve remarkable results. We made 209 job placements and 207 housing placements, bringing us to a total of 1,477 job placements over the past eight fiscal years and 1,312 men, women, and children placed in housing over the same time period. 80% of the people we placed in housing stayed housed. 100% of the children in our care graduated to the next grade level. Your generosity has truly made an impact.

Over the years, I have had the great privilege to see lives transformed through Inspirica’s work to break the cycle of homelessness. Whether you are a volunteer, a member of our staff, a sponsor, or an individual donor, we wouldn’t be able to do what we do without your support and effort. Thank you.

BRUCE HELLER
We track outcomes rigorously and in myriad ways. Given the difficult economic environment, we are especially proud of our FY '18 results.

**JOB AND HOUSING PLACEMENT RESULTS**
*Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 2018*

- Job placements: 209
- Housing placements: 207

**Average wage:** $12.78 per hour (27% over minimum wage)
**Average hours worked per week:** 32.0

1,477 job placements over the past eight fiscal years

1,312 men, women, and children placed in housing over the past eight fiscal years

**JOB PLACEMENTS**
Over the past eight years: 1,477

**HOUSING PLACEMENTS**
Over the past eight years: 1,312

**HOUSING RETENTION**
When we place people in housing, they stay housed and break the cycle of homelessness.

- 1 year: 80%
- 6 months: 95%
- 3 months: 97%
- 1 month: 100%

**CHILDREN’S SERVICES**
We ensure that the children in our care perform well relative to their peers who are not homeless.

- 100% graduated to the next grade level
- Average grade B- or higher
- 100% offered full scholarships to summer camps
SUMMARY OF INCOME

Private Philanthropy 49%
Government Grants 22.4%
In-Kind Contributions 16.3%
Rental Income 10.2%
Special Events 1%
Corporate 62%
Foundations 7%
Religious 4%
Individuals 26%
SUMMARY OF EXPENSES
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# FINANCIAL STATEMENT

**JULY 1, 2017 - JUNE 30, 2018**

## OPERATING INCOME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>FY2018</th>
<th>FY2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private philanthropy*</td>
<td>$ 7,012,045</td>
<td>$ 2,732,822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government grants*</td>
<td>$ 3,245,222</td>
<td>$ 3,223,281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rental income</td>
<td>$ 1,430,149</td>
<td>$ 1,446,091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special events</td>
<td>$ 211,940</td>
<td>$ 241,029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-kind contributions**</td>
<td>$ 2,345,774</td>
<td>$ 19,408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other income</td>
<td>$ 212,845</td>
<td>$ 115,819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>$14,457,975</td>
<td>$ 7,778,450</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## OPERATING EXPENSE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>FY2018</th>
<th>FY2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program and property</td>
<td>$ 5,889,161</td>
<td>$ 5,969,761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General administration &amp; support</td>
<td>$ 412,189</td>
<td>$ 385,119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>$ 276,381</td>
<td>$ 274,105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>$ 6,577,731</td>
<td>$ 6,628,985</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## CONSOLIDATED SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL POSITION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>FY2018</th>
<th>FY2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total assets</td>
<td>$34,942,201</td>
<td>$26,347,558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total liabilities</td>
<td>$6,762,814</td>
<td>$6,501,232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total net assets</td>
<td>$28,179,387</td>
<td>$19,846,326</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* In FY18, Inspirica, Inc. received $4,690,320 in grants for capital projects and 72 Franklin. This income was recorded as operating revenue on the "Private Philanthropy" and "Government Grants" lines above. However, the expense was capitalized (or has not yet occurred) and does not show as an operating expense.

Inspirica received multi-year grants, the full amount of which were recorded as "Private Philanthropy" revenue in FY18. Inspirica also received some restricted funding in which the income was recorded above, but any related expense has not yet occurred.

** Inpirica, Inc. received an in-kind donation of land valued at $2,340,000 for 72 Franklin.

Inspirica's financial statements are independently audited by PKF O'Connor Davies, LLP.
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$50,000+
Anonymous
Barbara Benton Davis Fund
Jane Carlin and Benjamin Gifford
First Congregational Church of Greenwich
Garden Homes Fund
The George J. & Jessica Harris Foundation
Purdue Pharma, LP
RMS Construction, LLC
The Estate of Marie Spelling
Synchrony Financial
True North Stamford, LLC
Viking Global Foundation

$10,000–24,999
Anonymous
Joyce and James Andersen
Elizabeth P. Ball
Bank of America Charitable Foundation
Melody and Claude Bernstein
Deborah and Mark Blackman
Louise B. Blackman Family Foundation
Carlson Family Foundation
Donna Christensen and Holt Smith
Church of Christ The Healer
Steven & Alexandra Cohen Foundation
The Congregational Church of New Canaan
Carla and Barry Coutant
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Dalo Family Foundation, Inc
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The Ruth W. Brown Foundation
Ruthanne Ruzika
St. Barnabas Episcopal Church
St. John's Community Foundation
St. Luke's Parish
TWgether Network
United Way Western Connecticut
Viking Construction, Inc.
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The Adco Foundation
James R. and Frances H. Berger Foundation
The Community Fund of Darien
Eversource Energy
Fairfield County’s Community Foundation
First County Bank Foundation, Inc.
GE Energy Financial Services
The Goodnow Fund
Vince and Linda McMahon Family Foundation, Inc.
Rudolph J. & Daphne A. Munzer Foundation
The Navigators Group
Near and Far Aid Association, Inc.
The Owenoke Foundation
Patricia and John Roberts
State Street Global Advisors
The Tudor Foundation, Inc.
W.R. Berkley Corporation
Wells Fargo
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Anonymous
The Bowling Family Foundation
Adrienne and Timothy Bradford
Broadway Cares Equity Fights AIDS
Christ Church Greenwich
Marilyn T. Clements
Joyce and Michael Critelli
Scott Davis
Johanna and Maarten de Ruiter
The Edouard Foundation
First Republic Bank
Lauren and Paul Ghaffari
Andrea and Larry Goldberg
Linda Richardson Harper Foundation
Olga and Christopher Hartwell
Helen and Dana O’Brien
Lee Ann and Bruce Heller
Henry E. Niles Foundation
Louise S. Hoffman
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The Inner City Foundation for Charity & Education
Mandeep Johar and Valentina Poghosyan

The Kaufmann Foundation
Linda Cremin
Lone Pine Foundation
The Melville Foundation
Susan Mirza
Murray Family
Karen and Gary Neems
Olympus Partners
Peritz Family Foundation
Pitney Bowes Inc.
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Rotary Club of New Canaan
Douglas Sharp and Catherine Lynch
Maisha J. Shendell
Peri and Paul Stevelman
Valerie and Paul Street
Thomson Reuters Corporation
Joan and Ernest Trefz
Webster Bank
Carolyn and Sturgis Woodberry
The Young Women’s League of New Canaan
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Anonymous
Rebecca and Jeremy Budzian
The 1830 Family Foundation
Mark B. Abbott and Mareta C. Hamre
Alliance Locksmiths, Inc.
Jennifer Amdrur
Margaret and William Anderson
Anne and Peter Ardery
Jonathan P. Arnold and Lisa M. Shonfield
William Avery and Linda Andros
Coleen A. Banks
Bankwell in Stamford
Bartlett Arboretum
Marc Bennett
Berkowitz and Hanna LLC
Leslie and Ashish Bhutani
BNC Financial Group, Inc.
Ann J. Bowling
Boys & Girls Club of Stamford, Inc.
Lynn and Christopher Bradley
Deborah and Michael Brennan
Brunswick School
Monica H. Butler and M. Peter Philley
Joyce and Curtis Carlson
Carmonde Torrance Sandak Hennessey LLP
Dorothy and David Carpenter
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Judith and Norman Cole
Columbettes
Cummings & Lockwood
Frederick A. DeLuca Foundation, Inc.
Demosco, Sena & Jahelka, LLP
Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation
Diedel Family
Lesley Apt and Doug Dudfield
Mariann and Anders Ekemas
David Golub and Kathryn Emmett
Fine Capital Partners, LP
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Dale and Stephen Hoffman
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Eileen and Thomas Hynes
Bob Jahelka
Mary and Scott James
The JJK Foundation
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The Klein Family Foundation
Linda and Bruce Koe
Susan Lasota
Leasure Family Fund
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Anne and Dana Low
James J. Lynch
Paulette and James MacPherson
Ihab Massoud
Kay Maxwell
Susan and John Mayo
Susan and Stuart McCalley
Brooke S. Megnue
Marie-Noelle Meyer
Kathryn Meyers
Mary and David Mortamais
Britta and Denis Nayden
Sara L. Nelson
Jutta Magnus-Nemec and Joseph Nemec
Newcomers Club of New Canaan
Catherine Nietzel
The Ole Skaarup Foundation
Daniel Osterrieder
Susan and Bruce Pernick
Karen and Robert Pingarron
PKF O’Connor Davies LLP
Point72 Asset Management
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Julie and John Potter
Prospect Hill Foundation, Inc.
Heather and Todd Baker
Deborah and Russell Reynolds
Carol and Erwin Riven
Pam and Alfred Roberts
Betty and Daniel Roberts
Rose and Kiernan, Inc
Sally and John Schlachtenhaufen
Monica and Michael Schlessinger
Richard G. Schulze
Second Congregational Church
Betsey and Arthur Selkowitz
Madeline B. Shapiro
Marian and Arthur Shulman
Silverleaf Foundation
Heidi and Mark Silverstein
Sandy and Thomas Slaughter
Carol and Patrick Smith
St. Francis Episcopal Church
St. Paul’s Episcopal Church
Donna Stafford
Stamford Hospital Foundation
Christina and Charles Stietzel
Valeria and Clifford Storms
Carolyn Surgent and Jacques Friedman
David Swope
Synapse Group, Inc.
TD Charitable Foundation
Tobias and Conrad Teitell
Nancy H. Thode
Tobias Harris Revocable Trust
Marie and John Townsend
Patricia Trout
UBS Financial Services, Inc.
Nola and James Ungari

Union Memorial Church
United Jewish Federation of Stamford
UTAS Employees Helping Hand Fund
Natalie and Jim Venetos
Vineyard Vines
Donna and Alex Vock
Michelle and Gary Vogel
Patti and David Watkins
Laura and Richard Watson
Vivien K. White
XL Catlin

Martha Friedman
Lile and John Gibbons
Ronni Greenberg
Brenda and Alan Greene
Greenwich Reform Synagogue
Eileen and Peter Griffin
Susan and Charles Harris III
Shirley B. Hartlett
Bridgette and Eliot Heller
Hillswick Asset Management, LLC
Jane Holt
IBM Employee & Retiree Charitable Campaign
Ivey, Barnum & O’Mara
Radhika Jasthi
Jan Kaplowitz
Randie Katz and Lawrence Cryer
Anahaita Kotval and Zubeen Shroff
Legg Mason & Co., LLC
Diana Lenkowsky
Jennifer and Clement Lepoutre
Liberation Programs, Inc.
Sally and Philip Lochner
Nancy and Robert Mazzoli
Keith L. McLane
Karen McNair
Gina and J.D. Mello
Josephine A. Merck
Leslie Mueller
Deanna and Steve Mulligan
Stephen M. Napier
Deborah and Robert Neiman
Network For Good
Network Synergy Corporation
Indra K. Nooyi
Andrea Rogers
Joanna T. Rowan
Denis Ruane
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Bernadette Anderson
Michael Anostario
Theresa and Jason Baker
Phylis Behlen
Anthony Daddino and Susan Bevan
Peter Brandt and Laura Bunwick
Ellen E. Bromley and Tom Gizicki
Richard T. Bruce
Jim G. Cameron and Myriam Griffith
Wendy and Terrance Carroll
Charter Oak Communities
Child and Family Guidance Center
Kelly Copeland and Scott Dorf
Jonathan Cuticelli
Pamela A. Davis
Denise J. Daych
Susanne and Michael de Milt
Jonathan D. DeFeo
Diliberto Family
Carmen and Ronald Domonkos
Empire State Realty Trust
The EMWIGA Foundation
Fieldpoint Private Bank & Trust
Grace J. Fippinger Foundation, Inc.
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Michael Siegmund and Cheryl Saban
Gloria and Randall Skigen
Tom Mao and Elizabeth Smith
Sandra and Steve Soule
St. Catherine of Siena Parish
The Benevity Community Impact Fund
Dana and Carl Weinberg
Frances and Christopher Wilson

$250-499

Anonymous
Kelly and Keith Abbott
Adrienne and Bradley Altman
Rebecca B. Amiot
Melinda Barton-Stewart
Eugene G. Bewkes IV
Ben and Betsy Bilus
Stacy L. Bone
George Boyce
Patricia M. Brodhagen and Bruce Misfeldt
Mary Ann Brown
Leslie and Michael Bruzik
Lauren Caplan
Brandon L. Cardwell
Child Guidance Center of Southern Connecticut
Melissa Cohron
Stephen Cole
Community Health Center, Inc.
Lena Connor
Gina and Curtis Crawford
Betsy A. Cropsey
Elizabeth and William DelHaven
Wynne and Arthur DelMorost
Maureen and James Dippold
Ken Wiengand and Anne Downey

The Exchange Club Parenting Skills Center
Theanne and Matthew Feldman
Kelly Ferraro
Lori Fields
Foundation For Life, Inc.
Anne K. Gilhuly
Judith and Albert Gordon, Jr.
Deborah and Andrew Gordon
Jeffrey Greenberg and Rachel Freedman
Jason Grippo
Linda Grunow
Brian Halligan
Mary L. Heist
Sheila and Eugene Heller
Carol and Gordon Henderson
Fiona K. Hodgson
Michelle R. Hubbard
Allison and Robert Hughes
Anne and Robert Ivanhoe
Linda Jayakar
Sarah and Reginald Jones
Matt Jordan
Lawrence Kaczmarek
Ruth and Eric Kample
Alison Keating
Phyllis and Daniel Laline
Caroline and Craig Lazzara
Wendy and David Lewis
Jane and Dan Lindau
Lions Club Foundation of New Canaan
Denise Lowsley
Patricia Lydon and Howard Darmstader
Diane and Howard Mager
Isabel and Peter Malkin
Sandra and Richard Marr
Whitney McCarthy
Alan McIntyre
Yvonne and Osby McMillan
Sandra P. McNamara
Ellen and Joel Mellis
Bradley Michelson
Henry Miller
John Minio
Heather and Daniel Mosley
Katharine B. Mountcastle
Lisa and Mario Musilli
Ralph Nazareth
Diana C. Neufuss
Maureen and Gil Ohls
Wendy and Charles Otto
Patricia and Robert Phillips
Susan Pomatico
Stephen Pomponi
Melissa and Penny Price
Irina Protsenko
Patricia and Jeffrey Ranta
Lynn and George Reilly
Matthew Rizner
Lisa and Robert Rooney
Helen and John Rothermich
S&P Global Foundation
Mark Ungle and Marnie Sadlowsky
Lisa and Jason Shaplen
Charline and Anthony Shaw
Simply Financials Plus Group
Marguerite and Elliott Sisson
Hester and Benedict Smith
Linda and Eric Speer
Stamford Bank & Trust
Stamford Women’s Club
Veronica C. Staplefield and Jack M. Kriskey
Julie and Jay TelRav
Briggs L. Tobin
Benjamin Tsang and Teresa Ning
Turn of River Presbyterian Church
Utay Family Foundation
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Jennifer Van de Graaf
Marilyn and John Van Dyke
Diane and Herbert Vaughan
Donna Volpitta
Jane and James Waugh
Wee Burn Duplicate Bridge Group
Marilyn and William Wiesler
Christine and Andrew Winston
John R. Zelinsky, Jr.

Up to $249

Anonymous
Mary and Timothy Abbazia
Theresa Kelleher and Charles Adams
Caroline M. Adkins
AIDS Project Greater Danbury
AIDS Project New Haven, Inc.
Brian Ainsworth
Judson Aley
Raymond G. Alfson
The Allstate Giving Campaign
Ruth S. Alpert
Amelia Aliftir
AmazonSmile Foundation
American Express Foundation
Alicia and Carl Andres
Jeri and Mark Appel
Burt Arbitman
Karen A. Armour
Adina Ba
Sharon Babb
Nadine and Paul Baccellieri
Virginia Bachman
Megan Backes
Georgia and Roger Bacon
Guy A. Bailey and Kathy King
W.D. and V.M. Baker
Vikas Barar
Melissa and Adam Barkin
Karen B. Barrett
Kenneth Bartels and Jane Condon
Mary M. Beach
Marie M. Beaumonte
Sonia Bell
Louise and Jerome Berkman
Wendy Beurket
James Alex Beurlle
Scott Bewley
Donald A. Bickford
Alec Bielh
Carolyn and Thomas Billet
Rhea J. Bischoff
Julie Blankenbaker
Naomi Bleifeld
Ruth Block
Eleanor and Edward Bloom
Samantha Boege
Stacey Boggs
Christine B. Boris
Anne Boris
Mary Jane Boris
Courtney P. Bowler
William S. Bradley
Rosamund and Robert Brady
John R. Braunstein
Daisy and Jeffrey Brennan
Lyndsey Broderick
Shane Brown
Abigail and Stephen Bruce
Thomas Bruton
Michelle Bucci
Barbara J. Buckley
Ruby J. Bullock
Shane Burke
Jane A. Burley
Calvin Burnes
Bingxin Cai
Elizabeth C. Camp
Mary and Robert Campbell
Therese M. Canfield
Jennifer Cantor
Gail and Peter Carriero
Leslie and Steven Caruso
Deborah L. Casey
Timothy G. Cashman
Marta and Charles Casper, Jr.
Kathleen Castiglione
Megan and Jonathan Catherwood
Holly Centurino
Katherine T. Cerow
Joan and Roch Champagne
Jennifer E. Charles
Michael Chiocco
Childcare Learning Centers
Christa Chu
Alicia and Michael Chuba
Linda and Carelton Cleveland
Christine Cognetti
Alexis Coleman
Eileen R. Colleran
Catherine Condit
JoAnne Cone
Connecticut Counseling Centers, Inc.
Valerie Connolly
Barbara and Harrison Conrad, Jr.
Laura and Dean Copeland
Janay Coplon
Carrie Corcoran
Karen Corso
Jeanne L. Courter
Beatrice and Peter Crumbine
Elissa Cushman
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Denise Dagesse
Sara D'Alieo
Carol and Charles Davidson
Catherine and Elwood Davis
Mark C. Davis and Elisabeth Evans
Richard Day
Jennifer deBouwer
A. W. Decker
Barbara A. DeGaetani
Tim Delasho
Alexandra Demong
Simone Demou
Martin Deneroff
Joan and John Denne
Dermatology Center of Stamford
Anthony M. DeVito, III
Elisa M. Diamond
Kimberly J. Dickinson
Joseph Diliberto
Kathleen and Kevin Dinnie
Emilia and Jack Diteodoro
Darlene Dobler-Palin
Susan Doran
Lynn and James Dowd
Patrick Dowling
Evan Downey
Barbara Drayer
Elizabeth and Travis Drew
Ann F. Dubbs
Arlene and Nicholas Dubiago
Lauren B. Dubinsky
Marllyn S. Dueker
Lori A. Dunn
LaVandra DuPree
Nancy and Francis Earel
Christine Edwards
Brinley F. Ehlers
Pamela and Frederic Elliott
Karen and Frank Elmasry
Danielle and John Esposito
Jeanine Esposito
Joseph Esposito
AnaVivan and Luis Estrella
Eugene Network
Lori M. Falcone
Ellen Falk
Family Centers, Inc.
Audrey and T.M. Farley
Mark and Dianne Farley
Alexis Faust
Melissa Fay
Sophia Feldman
Linda and Craig Ferguson
Susan Ferrand
Mario Ferrante
Figgie Family
Susan Finkelstein
William Fischer
Amy Fisher
Rosalea and Richard Fisher
Amy Fishkow and James Benjamin
Lyra Fiske
Maureen and Robert Fitzpatrick
Susan Flinn
Avery K. Flowers
Christie and James Fountain
Cathy L. Fowler
Andrea M. Fraleigh
Richard Francia
Mary Frederick
Richard Freedal
Mildred A. Fromm
Joyce Fubini
Ellen and W. Michael Funck
Nancy V. Fumas
Katharine and William Gaillard
Melissa J. Gallaher-Smith
Jennifer and Robert Gallois
Tyson Garbrecht
Craig S. Garvey
Michele and Henry Gasiorowski
Karen and Joseph Gasparini
GE Capital Aviation Services and GE Equity
Lynne Geaney
Lisa and Glenn Gerardino
Diane and Andrew Geisert
Barbara and Arthur Gelston
Marion George
Amy and Andrew George
Hussein Ghnaimeh
Janice and Joseph Giancola III
Marilyn and Dennis Giannos
Tara Giblin and Tad Nygren
Monica and Simon Gill
Patricia and Harrison Gill
Jennifer Gilroy
Nico Giacchini
Carole E. Gladstone
Penelope and Edward Glassmeyer
Sabine and Harold Goering
Patrick Goff
Muriel Goldberger
Martha Gonzalez
Good Shepherd Christian Church
Jennifer and Russell Goodwyn
Clara M. Grande
Katherine and Barry Grandon
Jennifer Grant
Greater Bridgeport Area Prevention Program
Joan and David Green
Henry Hubbe and Marlene Green
Anne and Randall Greene
Ashley Greene
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Marlene M. Greene
Sonja Guinyard
Olga and Thomas Haack
Michael Hage
Caroline Hagemann
Helen W. Hall
Lynn and Thomas Hamm
Cokie and Greg Hamm
Susan Handler
Eric Hansen and Albert Gentile
Patricia M. Harbilas
Suzanne Harley
Mary and Michael Harman
Gary Harper
Kenneth Lyon and Susan Hart
Martha and Carl Hathaway
Marjorie and Joel Hauer
Robert T. Hawkes
Caroline and Kent Haydock
Gloria and William Hayes
Sheryl B. Heller and Michael Avery
Carol J. Heller
Lee and Duane Hill
Joan and Michael Hoben
Betty Ann and Jeffrey Hodgman
Kim Holder
Connie Holeyfield-Boyd
Susan and Lawrence Holzman
Jeanne and Peter Hosinski
Mary K. Howe
Tracie Hradyk
Misa and Sun-Yi Huang
Melissa Hubner
Elizabeth and Bruce Huffine
Peter J.F. Hussey
Judith and Richard Hyde
Ignition Group, LLC

Anthony Imbimbo
Inspirica Young Professionals Group
Laura Izroquo
Sarayu and Hansha Iyengar
Lillian Jackson
Maria Jacobson
Susan and Scott Jaffe
Meryl and Ronald Japha
Joan and Neal Jewell
Christiana H. Johnson
Martha and Jon Johnson
Robert E. Johnson
Kathy R. Johnston
Elizabeth and George Joseph
Ben Joseph
Stephanie Joyce
Michelle J. Judice
Joan Kadlec
Jane Kaplan
Katie Kavan
Dean P. Kelly
Stephanie Kelly
Whit Kim
Heidi and Justin King
Nzinga King
Susan and Walter Kipp
Anne M. Klein
Anna and Kenneth Knechtel
Joann and Mike Knorr
Dawn and Eric Konzerowsky
Richard A. Koomey
Chris Koppenheffer
Anita Kozminsky
Diane Krenicki
Jeff Kress
Patricia Krom
Ann V. Kupnik
Rachel Kurth

Dawn and Richard Kurth
Judy Kwok
Louise LaChance
Allison G. Lacy
Paul Lafferty
Ruth and John Laird
Rosemary Lamie
Robert Lamkin
June and Robert Langenhan
Shawn A. Lawson-Cummings
Christopher M. Lederer
Penelope Lehman
Christina and Robert Leinbach
Bruce and Holly Lemoine
Janet K. Lenhart
Deborah Lerman
Carol Levine
Susan and Paul Levine
Maggie and Bernie Levy
Said Ahmar and Diana Lezama
Virginia Liddel
Judith Liebeskind
LifeBridge Community Services, Inc.
Elanit Under
Shirley Liu
Jose Lleras
Irene and James Locker
Arlene Lofstrom
Courtney Lofstrom
Nick Logan
Katie London
Irene and Jose Loredo
Virginia and Joseph Lovas
Virginia and Neil Lucey
Elaine and John Lund
Kayshelene Lyew Scott
Elizabeth Maccarone
Kristin MacDonnell
Macedonia AIDS Ministry
Audrey Magruder
Michael Marlatt
Alan Marquette, Jr.
Virginia and William Martens
Claudine and Lee Martin
Susan and Robert Martin
Richard Mathes
Brian Mathias
Katherine McAllister and Christopher Paone
Elizabeth and Colin McEvoy
Lynda McGoe
Mary Ellen McGuire
Peter McLaughlin
Chris McLeod
Medi-Rec Foundation
Cody Melillo
Sondra and Franklin Melzer
Farhan Memon
Alida and George Meyers
Hilary and Edwin Michaels
Elizabeth Middleton
Mid-Fairfield AIDS Project
Lynsie and Bertram Miller
Shari Miller
Lincoln Millstein and Irene Driscoll
Mary Ann Scott
Scott A. Miniter
Elaine and Douglas Mintz
Janet T. Mitchell
Anne Mochulsky
Alison and Steve Molkentin
Michael Monteleone
Molly F. Morgan
Morgan Stanley
Samantha Moro
Dale and Bruce Morrison
Arielle Moskowitz
Sandra and Randall Motland
Clairemarie Motta
Julie-Ann Motta
Courtney Murphy
Judith and Ronald Murray
Kelly Myers
Margareta Mysza
Joseph Nano
National Charity League, Ridgefield
John D. Nelson
Patrice and John Nelson
Judy and Courtney Nethropp
Susan and Philip Ness
New Canaan High School – CharityLink
Phyllis and Bruce Nicholas
Marsha L. Nichols
Kim and Peter Nightingale
Susan T. Nix
Robert Nixon
Ocean Partners USA Inc.
Bryan O’Connor
Suzanne M. O’Connor
Dorothy O’Grady
Jane and Robert Olsen
Marianne Olsen
Erna and Kenneth Olson
Andrea O’Meara
Brian O’Neill
Barbara and Edward Oppedisano
Optimus Health Care Services
Elizabeth Ortiz-Schwartz
Stephanie Makowska O’Shea
Cathy and Richard Ostuw
Maria N. Otero
Carolyn and Gregg Padilla
Catherine and Louis Paglia
Koren N. Palmisani
Michael P. Paolillo
Antonio Paraso
Catherine and Rusty Parker
Kate and Don Parker-Burgard
Eli Parker-Burgard
Pat and Michael Parry
Diane Pauley
Carolyn Paulus
Margaret and Christopher Pavia
Barbara Peale
Elizabeth Pearson
Brian Peck
Laura T. Pellegrino
Barbara and Alan Pels
Joan Pendergast
Karen Perlman
Albert Perry
Elizabeth A. Perry
Judith R. Petersen
Lindsay Petrizzi
Russell Phillips
David Pinchin
Marianne Pisano
Louis Pittocco
Elaine H. Pizzarelli
Scott Plant
Mary and Stephen Pond
Lois L. Pontbriant
Harrison Potter
Diane C. Prall
Charlene M. Pratt
Uchenna R. Pratt
Virginia and Edward Prial
Jane Price
Adiah Price-Tucker
Sandra and James Pryor
Ann S. Purcell
Gary T. Quigley
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Hillary Raimondi
Christopher Rallo
Salvatore Rapisardi
Katherine and Louis Rawden
Ginny and Steve Rawlick
Sheila and George Raymond
Ola N. Rech
Marjory and Walter Reilly
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